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Dear Mara Burton,
I’m emailing you today regarding Project number 2021-060-ZB.
Like other residents of the area, I’m very concerned about cannabis operators increasing their presence in Clearview township
under the existing land use regulations.
Like any business, searching out the easiest and least expensive place to operate is standard practise when setting up any
business, cannabis producers are no different.
There are many available places in Ontario far better suited for indoor commercial cannabis production when one considers
negative issues such as: traffic, lighting, esthetics, general disturbances and the overall reduction of property enjoyment
nearby residents experience.  Vacant industrial buildings in Southern Ontario are plentiful one just needs to google “Vacant
Industrial buildings in southern Ontario”. But the costs are higher there, hence cannabis producers are here looking to set up
their operations.
The value proposition for Clearview township residents living near any large indoor commercial cannabis operation is very
negative.
Farmed land has a very long lifespan, essentially an indefinite lifespan if done well. The same cannot be said about commercial
buildings, regardless of what they are used for. Building indoor commercial cannabis facilities in Clearview township on
existing farmland is a poor use of a natural resource.  Removing trees to do so is much worse.  
Some questions to consider:
What is the logic behind not allowing retail sales of cannabis in Clearview, yet allowing the production of cannabis within
Clearview?
Does the township receive any money from the provincial government for cannabis sales which currently don’t occur in
Clearview-seems unlikely Clearview would get any money for nonexistent sales?   
How much money does the Clearview currently receive from existing indoor commercial operations, both directly and
indirectly (is that data available to the public along with how the calculations were done)?
How much money will Clearview township receive from new indoor operations,  both directly and indirectly (is that data
available to the public along with how the calculations were done)?
This is some of the information required to make any informed policies and decisions on this issue.  
I suggest developing cannabis production & land use regulations that have a lot of thought put into them. A good start (if it
hasn’t already been done) would be to examine what other municipal governments have done.
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